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Dorit Kreiser, married to Doron, is a mother of three children: Shir, Itay and Rona. 
By training, she have been a nurse midwife since 1994, Dorit has a graduate degree in nursing in 
the education track, She is a personal coach for change and new habits, a lecturer at Tel Aviv 
University on issues relating to women and family, and is currently working on her doctorate in the 
field of infant and children’s sleep. 

During Dorit's years of work in the maternal wing of Sheba Maternity Hospital she was the head 
nurse in the babies and maternity ward of the maternity hotel, and after observing thousands of 
babies, Dorit discovered what they can do by themselves when falling asleep, and where they need 
teaching and help. In order to understand what happens, what is the best way to help them learn 
the skill of falling asleep independently, Dorit studied psychotherapy and parent guidance. 

For years, Dorit Kreiser has been developing her involvement and teachings in the field of babies’ 
sleep, elevating its importance in the eyes of parents and medical teams.  Dorit conveys the 
medical, historical and personal background that contributed to her expertise on the importance of 
sleep. Readers will learn from the stories in this book about human behavior, the mistakes, the 
insights and Dorit’s path to the development of the “Shhh…at Night We Sleep” method. 

 

Contact Information: 

Media Contacts:  connie@sleep-allnight.com  Phone: 1-520-444-9732 
Dorit Kreiser-  email: dorit@sleep-allnight.com 
Website: sleepallnightusa.com; atnightwesleep.com 
 
 

Links: 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/wesleepallnight/ 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/wesleepallnight/ 

 

 

Note: A companion children’s book will be available in addition to the parents’ guide.  
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Sample Q/A – Tip Sheet 

 

Questions 

1. Tell us a bit about yourself. 

2. Tell us about your method. 

3. How did you discover the method? 

4. What happens if the child cries in the process? 

5. Can the method be practiced successfully if there are two kids sleeping in the same room? 

6. How long is the learning process? 

7. Do you need to meet the baby or child? 

8. A baby who doesn’t sleep… isn’t it a problem that solves itself with time? 

9. Do you have a method that helps adults sleep, too? 

10. Do you train sleep trainers? 

 

Answers: 

1. My name is Dorit Kreiser. I am married, and a mother of three (Shir, Itay and Rona). I am a 
midwife, psychotherapist, parent’s counselor, couple’s counselor, breastfeeding specialist, radio 
hostess (I have a weekly parents-counseling talk show on Tel Aviv Radio), and one of my specialty 
fields is sleep for babies, children and adults. I developed the Sleep All Night method, and the book 
I wrote about it was recently translated from Hebrew to English. 

2. The method I developed is behavioral and based on processes of operant conditioning and 
habit learning. Babies can acquire good as well as bad habits. All habits take an equal amount of 
time to learn, so I figured we should focus on teaching them good habits before they acquire ones 
that will have a negative effect on them.  

3. During my years as a midwife in hospital, I performed several roles in the maternal ward. 
For a while, I was the head nurse at the hospital’s maternity hotel. During my work, I discovered 



the world of babies’ sleep. The newborns were so young that they didn’t have the need to sleep 
through an entire night. 

I noticed that the babies who were well-fed and clean often became tired and began moving their 
hand against the bed until they put themselves to sleep. When the mothers were not around and 
the nurses were busy, babies cried for a few minutes, then began moving their hands and quickly 
fell asleep. These babies typically got great sleep and would wake up for feeding a few hours later. 
It was amazing to see how mothers would hear their babies cry, walk into the room and 
immediately pick up their babies – even though the newborns were already fed and needed to 
sleep. These mothers would often try to feed their babies once again, realize the babies are not 
hungry, and let them fall asleep in their mothers’ arms. 

4. A crying baby is trying to tell us something – it’s a survival instinct. The baby usually cries so 
that his parent will take action based on his needs. Parents are constantly challenged to act based 
on a child’s need, and not based on their own emotions. If a baby is crying of hunger, a parent 
should pick him up and feed him. If he’s already been fed, there’s a chance he is crying because he 
needs to be changed. But if a baby has been fed and changed, it’s likely that all he needs is sleep.  

A parent who lifts and swings a baby is interrupting the baby’s sleep. Babies need to sleep in their 
bed with a hard mattress below them (which has been found to protect babies from “crib death”) 
in darkness and a pleasant temperature. When a baby cry, it does not mean he needs his parent to 
pick him up – picking the baby up teaches him poor habits. 

5. The method can certainly be taught with two children sleeping in the same room. The 
method is modified according to a child’s age and cognitive maturity. If a 3-year-old and a 1-year-
old sleep in the same room, we give the older child a heads up as to what is going to happen. We 
say that we are going to teach his younger brother how to sleep well so his sibling can grow and be 
healthy. We add that we’ll come in at night to pet his sibling head but keep him in bed so he can 
learn how to sleep well just like his older brother. If both siblings experience sleep problems, we 
often perform the method with both children at the same time (adjusting the process per each 
child’s age). In general, I always recommend giving positive feedback to the older child and 
explaining how important his/her cooperation is in this process. 

6. For babies ages 3 months to a year and a half, the learning process is three days on average. 
For older kids, the process takes about a week on average. I definitely promise 100% success!!! 

7. I do not need to meet the baby or child, but I do need to ask a lot of questions about 
him/her. I ask questions including details about the birth, weight and more. The Sleep All Night 
method is suitable for all babies and children in the world. We make adjustments for cases such as 
premature babies and children experiencing health-related problems. 

8. Unfortunately, a large number of babies’ sleep problems become chronic sleep issues at 
children grow older. Also, isn’t it a shame for all childhood years to be accompanied by a constant 
fight when it comes to sleep? And what about the parents who have to function well at work, as 
spouses, and as patient parents? Some parents tell me that they haven’t slept a full night for five 



years. That’s a serious problem that often brings along health issues, fights between couples, 
social-life troubles… Why not deal with these problems before they occur, while the babies are still 
young? Finding the solution before the problem aids families in enjoying the healthy benefits of 
good, continuous sleep. 

9. Definitely. After helping so many babies and children sleep through the night, I received 
many requests for helping parents. They often said that after not sleeping so long because of their 
kids’ long-gone sleep problems, the parents developed sleep problems of their own. For this 
reason, I studied CBT-I, and I’m so happy to say that I also help adults with their sleep. With adults, 
the process usually takes between 5 and 10 meetings – unlike babies and children where the 
method magically works at 100% success rate within 3 days on average. 

10. I certainly do train sleep trainers. I have one of the best teams of sleep trainers – all smart, 
professional and helpful under all circumstances. I’m just a part of the team. Despite of the many 
hats I wear, I find the time to teach my method to professionals I believe are fit. Those interested 
can contact me via e-mail or my website. 
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Top International Parenting and Sleep Expert  
Launches her new book in US 

 
Shhh…at Night We Sleep 

Teaching Babies and Children How to Sleep 
 

Finally, a way to assure nights of sweet sleep for children and parents. 

Is your baby having a hard time falling asleep? Have you tried everything, yet they 
still cry in your arms? Are you exhausted? Are you at your wit’s end? This book is 
for you! 

If you knew that there is one approach that affects your and  your children  health and that 

of, your mood, your relationship, your road safety, your ability to concentrate on learning 

and memory, would you like to hear about it? If the answer is yes, this approach is outlined 

in my book: Shhhhhh… at Night We Sleep! 

During her years as a midwife in hospital, Dorit Kreiser performed several roles in the 

maternal ward. For a while, she was the head nurse at the hospital’s maternity hotel. 

During her work, she discovered the world of babies’ sleep. The newborns were so young 

that they didn’t have the need to sleep through an entire night. 

She noticed that the babies who were well-fed and clean often became tired and began 

moving their hand against the bed until they put themselves to sleep. When the mothers 

were not around and the nurses were busy, babies cried for a few minutes, then began 

moving their hands and quickly fell asleep. These babies typically got great sleep and 

would wake up for feeding a few hours later. It was amazing to see how mothers would 

hear their babies cry, walk into the room and immediately pick up their babies – even 

though the newborns were already fed and needed to sleep. These mothers would often try 

to feed their babies once again, realize the babies are not hungry, and let them fall asleep 

in their mothers’ arms. From these learnings, research  and scholarship, the method was 

born. 



Dorit Kreiser remarks that, “The thing that makes me happiest is to see more babies, 

children and parents That they sleep a whole, continuous nights. Parents tell me that 

thanks to sleep, they have returned to being a couple, more patient parents and healthier 

and happier children. Here lies my happiness and mission.” 

Dorit has also created a companion book for children which will also be available in 

October.  

Bio: 

Dorit Kreiser, married to Doron, is a mother of three children: Shir, Itai and Rona.  

By training, she have been a nurse midwife since 1994, Dorit has a graduate degree in  
nursing in the education track, She is a personal 
coach for change and new habits, a lecturer at Tel 
Aviv University on issues relating to women and 
family, and is currently working on her doctorate in 
the field of infant and children’s sleep. 

During Dorit's years of work in the maternal wing of 
Sheba Maternity Hospital she was the head nurse 
in the babies and maternity ward of the maternity 
hotel, and after observing thousands of babies, 
Dorit discovered what they can do by themselves 
when falling asleep, and where they need teaching 
and help. In order to understand what happens, 
what is the best way to help them learn the skill of 
falling asleep independently, Dorit studied 
psychotherapy and parent guidance. 

Contact Information: 

Media Contacts: Connie@sleep-allnight.com 
Phone: 1-520-444-9732 
Dorit Kreiser-  email: dorit@sleep-allnight.com 
Website: sleepallnightusa.com; atnightwesleep.com 
 
Links: 
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Contact us to schedule a reading and learn more about this groundbreaking method that 
changes lives and the critical years of babies and children. 
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Dorit Kreiser 
Synopsis 
For years, Dorit Kreiser has been developing 
her involvement and teachings in the field of 
babies’ sleep, elevating its importance in the 
eyes of parents and medical teams.  Dorit 
conveys the medical, historical and personal 
background that contributed to her expertise 
on the importance of sleep. Readers will 
learn from the stories in this book about 
human behavior, the mistakes, the insights 
and Dorit’s path to the development of the 
“Shhh…at Night We Sleep” method. 

ISBN- Forthcoming 
Category:  Parenting/Self Help/Health   
Price:  $14.99 
Publication date:  October 1, 2019 
Formats available:  Paperback|250 pages 
 and eBook 
Available on Amazon.com and Kindle 
Territories:  US, Hebrew Edition available in Israel 
 

I have no doubt that anyone who reads the book and follows its 
recommendations will be able to enjoy the path to full nights of quality, 
continuous sleep and lively days of happy and relaxed parents and 
babies.  

Iris Eisen, MD, Head of the Newborn Unit|The Haim Shiba Medical Center  
of Tel Hashomer, Israel 

Testimonials from Grateful Parents 

The method continues to amaze us! Last night at 7:30 PM, after a shower and good night to all – I put 
Adam in his bed – and he just laid down and fell asleep. In a second. No crying, whining, or anything 
of that sort. He woke up for half a second at 4AM and immediately went back to sleep. Again, we are at a loss for words. 

Thank you so much!!! You are truly wonderful! And you are so right, we really know how to act, and he cannot surprise us. The 
method is wonderful! Tommy and I sleep the night through, and it is all thanks to you. 

You are the best; you are a champion!!! I came to see you exhausted with a baby who kept whining from tiredness and frustration. 
Today I put him in his bed, and he chattered and fell asleep on his own! Thank you for your professionalism and the dedication. I 
cannot understand how mothers can give up such a blessed process and accept tiredness and sleepless nights. 

Hi Dorit, I want to update you that tonight Tina slept straight through from 7:15PM to 5:50AM. Who would have believed that within 
a week and a half, including a few days of fever in the middle, with a child who started her day at 4AM (and even that after waking 
up in the middle of the night) we would get to a point of good, continuous sleep with a normal waking time. You gave us all our lives 
back, many thanks! I will most certainly spread the word.  
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Book Excerpt and Author Quotes 

Sleep is important and essential for us all. It’s especially vital for babies. Research notes that a third 
of babies and children suffer from sleep disorders, although my clinical experience indicates a much 
higher percentage. Even parents who claim that their child has been sleeping wonderfully since the 
day they were born mean that he or she wakes up “only” three times to eat and goes back to sleep. 
While that may be completely normal for a one- or two-month -old, from the age of 3 or 4 months it 
is considered a sleep disorder, and not a “light” one at that. Sleeping issues with babies and 
children often appear subjective and thus parents interpret differently their baby’s sleeping issues. 

 
Ann and Jerry came to my clinic and told me that their eight-month-old baby Sue doesn’t like to 
sleep and doesn’t know how to put herself to sleep since she was born. They were sure that their 
baby had a medical condition. After I explained to them that falling asleep is a skill that babies need 
to learn and parents need to teach, they realized that doing so was within their capability and 
responsibility. They were very determined to succeed and were very precise in their follow-through. 
Within three days, Sue learned how to put herself to sleep and slept 12 hours through the night. 
 
They texted me: “Unreal!!! Sue is already sleeping 12 hours. This is the first time that we, too, slept 
through the night. Thank you, you are a true magician.” 
 
 
 
Quotes from Dorit Kreiser 
 
Quote 1 
Everyone has to ask himself what makes him happy. 
The thing that makes me happiest is to see more babies, children and parents That they sleep a 
whole, continuous nights. 
Parents tell me that thanks to sleep, they have returned to being a couple, more patient parents and 
have healthier and happier children. Herein lies my happiness and mission. 
 
Quote 2 
I am so happy to be here trying to replicate the great success my method and my book have in 
Israel and now I hope to help more parents in other countries to get back sleep. 
 
 
Quote 3 
If you knew that there is one approach that affects your and  your children  health and that of, your 
mood, your relationship, your road safety, your ability to concentrate on learning and memory, 
would you like to hear about it? If the answer is yes this approach is outlined in my book: 
Shhhhhh… at night we sleep! 
Have a fun read! 


